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Appendix D: CIE stakeholder consultation  

Methodology 

The CIE stakeholder consultation was conducted in June 2003. Appropriate representa-
tives of the electricity industry, consumer organisations and environmental groups were 
identified by the European Commission and project team. The aim was to gather a 
cross-section of views from different perspectives and backgrounds. Thirty-two organi-
sations were contacted in 8 different countries: Austria, Hungary, France, Finland, Ger-
many, Netherlands and the UK. Each representative was sent a detailed document, pre-
pared by the project team, outlining and explaining the issues surrounding the imple-
mentation of electricity disclosure in Europe. Questions were included throughout the 
document – 31 in total – and people were asked to send their responses to these ques-
tions to the project team within 2 weeks. Twenty responses were received in total: 11 
from industry representatives, 5 from consumer organisations and 4 from environmental 
groups. These responses have been summarised at the relevant points throughout the 
report and are provided in full here. Individuals and countries have not been identified 
for confidentiality reasons.   

Responses 

Q1. How important do you consider it to be to have harmonised front-side (ie disclo-
sure label content and design)? Should this be harmonised at a European or country 
level? Please answer for both:  
a. minimal compliance approach  

• This should be harmonised at least at a country level, leaving some room for the 
suppliers individual design also (Consumer Organisation) 

• The front-side of the label is very important. The design and the ease of use of it is 
essential for it’s functionality. A harmonised front-side is very important to facili-
tate comparison and thereby choice. Minimal at country level; but if consumers can 
really buy electricity in other countries after the opening of the market in 2007,  
European level is better. (Environmental Organisation) 

• Should be harmonised on country level (Consumer Organisation) 
 

b. optimal approach  

• Harmonisation at a European level considering the above remark. (Consumer Or-
ganisation) 

• National requirements are set, based on certain European criteria (Industry Repre-
sentative) 

• Layout and design: country level, national recommendations for example by 
national industrial unions /federations. Content definitions and calculation 
principles (for example CHP) on EU level (Industry Representative) 
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• At least at country level (Environmental Organisation)  

• Since the more and more countries are deregulated and trading across borders in-
creases continuously, I suggest the optimal approach is the most useful alternative. 
A minimal compliance approach has of course, the advantage to be designed based 
on the consumers view of electricity in different countries. Problems will occur if 
imported electricity is labelled with a slightly different label not recognised by the 
consumer. (Environmental Organisation)  

• We believe that there is some merit in a broadly harmonised front-side (fuel label 
design for use on the customer’s bill or on an attachment – it should not be dictated 
which this is to be) at the Nation (state) level.  We see no merit in undertaking this 
at the Common Market level – the principle of subsidiarity has merit in this area. 
We do not make a distinction here between “minimal” and “optimal” approaches. 
(Industry Representative) 

• Yes (Industry Representative) 

• European level: than you can compare internationally how your country is doing in 
energy production; also easier when energy is imported from other countries. (En-
vironment Organisation) 

• It is important to have a harmonised label for Europe as the market will be open 
between countries and as people increasingly will move across the borders. There 
are no reasons to invent and develop separate systems in each country. It is better 
to work for a common and well-designed system in the same way as was done for 
household appliances. (Consumer Organisation) 

• Each country should be allowed to implement their own label, in line with subsidi-
ary and cultural differences. (Industry Representative) 

• Should be harmonised on European level (Consumer Organisation) 

• It is important for any case (a and b), as it makes: the bringing in effect compara-
ble, drawing common conclusions easier, the exchange of best practices between 
countries easier, the cost of design and “creative work” lower to companies (Envi-
ronmental Organisation) 

• The idea of a harmonised front side is very important. On a new market, consum-
ers are devoid of references and criteria to evaluate offers. They are not learned 
enough to make a fully informed choice. It is therefore essential that consumers 
can compare competing offers on the same elements, these elements summarising 
the main criteria of choice. Design harmonisation could enable consumers to see 
more quickly the information of the label and this will lead more people to actually 
choose another supplier. Formal harmonisation is necessary for people to be aware 
that there actually is a set of information that should always be displayed to the 
consumer. So harmonised contents should be the minimal compliance approach 
and formal harmonisation the optimal one. (Industry Representative) 

• Harmonisation at the national level (Consumer Organisation) 
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• Due to different degrees of market opening within the EU, a common labelling 
should be discussed on national level in the first stages of implementation. (Indus-
try Representative) 

• A format of the disclosure label the front side should include a table as well as a 
pie chart and a bar chart . It should also include information on fuel mix as well as 
environmental information. The format should be standardised for all of the EU. 
Information should be included on the bill (at least once a year). We think portfolio 
mix is more meaningful, as it stops companies selling the clean share of their elec-
tricity to the general public and the dirty share to non-domestic customers. Harmo-
nising the label only on the national level seems a reasonable first step But EU-
wide harmonisation of the front side is, in fact, the only issue where we think a two 
step approach makes sense. (Environmental Organisation) 

• The directive does not imply harmonised labelling, but only information on the 
fuel mix of the supplier. No harmonisation is needed on EU-level. This could 
eventually be debated on national level, but in the first stages of implementation, 
the design of the "label" should be left to the companies. (Industry Representative) 

• We prefer a far-reaching harmonisation at the European level. However, harmoni-
sation at the Member State level would be easier to achieve. (Industry Representa-
tive) 

 

Q2. Do you agree that harmonisation at a European level would be of benefit to in-
dustry? Can you see any benefits of European harmonisation for consumers? 

• (Industrial) consumers can benefit from reasonable harmonisation because of the 
comparability of the labels (from different suppliers). (Consumer Organisation) 

• I don’t see any benefit neither at the industry level nor for the customers from the 
harmonization itself (Industry Representative) 

• Yes, it would benefit the both. (Industry Representative) 

• Benefits industry not consumers (Environmental Organisation) 

• I absolutely agree that it should be harmonised for industry on a European level. 
However, there might be a need to attach more information to the label for indus-
trial consumers. We already have environmental product declarations (EPD) for 
electricity which fulfil the needs of those consumers who need more information 
compared to just CO2 and nuclear waste. There might be an advantage to have the 
possibility to attach additional information regarding environmental impact to a 
disclosure label. (Environmental Organisation) 

• No, we do not agree with this proposition. (Industry Representative) 

• Yes (Industry Representative) 
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• Yes for industry, this creates a common rule for all competitors. In fact, not har-
monising at a European level may hamper the proper functioning of the market. 
Consumers will be handed an important, uniform tool for effective choices. (Envi-
ronmental Organisation) 

• Benefits to industry would be easier handling of cross-border trade. Benefits to 
consumers might be a system that costs less to manage and thus could decrease the 
price somewhat and easiness to understand when moving from one country to the 
next. (Consume Organisation) 

• No, I think that it would stifle innovation and not allow development of labels to 
be improved as information improves. (Industry Representative) 

• Yes, since competition on European level would be facilitated. For consumers: 
Yes, since liberalisation hasn’t lead to sufficient competition yet. However, this re-
quires the ‘optimal approach’ (Consume Organisation) 

• Yes. For the industry: Lower design cost, Possibility for learning from best prac-
tices, Makes information flow easier – they can provide the necessary data easier 
(e.g. in connection with imported products). For consumers: More stimulation for 
the “green” competition, Satisfies the information needs of the “European Citi-
zen”, same kind of data available in every country. (Environmental Organisation) 

• I don’t see why this European harmonisation should be of any benefit for the in-
dustry. If the label is a very standardised re. contents and design, there is not much 
additional research cost if it differs from one country to another. The criteria se-
lected should be the ones important to enable the consumer to make a real choice. 
A European harmonisation would mean that it is less easy for a particular indus-
trial in one country in influencing the choice of criteria that are in his favour. (In-
dustry Representative) 

• No benefits for consumers, but maybe for international suppliers to cut their costs. 
(Consumer Organisation) 

• No. Perhaps consumers are interested in such information, but as long as there is 
no common end-consumer-market on the EU-level, consumers will not benefit 
from a harmonised labelling. (Industry Representative) 

• It seems plausible that harmonizing at least some minimum standards should bene-
fit industry, especially, when next liberalisation step is put into practice. From the 
consumer side, I could imagine people living in border regions being most likely to 
try and buy electricity from abroad. So they might profit from harmonisation. (En-
vironmental Organisation) 

• No, we do not agree. It is not clear how consumers would benefit from this infor-
mation. As long as consumers don't have the needed mobility and end-consumer 
markets remain national (and will most likely remain in the mid-term), uniform la-
belling makes no sense. On the long term, compatibility of national schemes is a 
reasonable goal, in order to enable cross-border trade. (Industry Representative) 
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• We do not see any disadvantage for the industry. A harmonised approach would 
allow easier comparison for the consumer. (Industry Representative) 
 

Q3. Do you think an independent catalogue comparing all products available within a 
certain region is feasible? Who should provide this? How will such a catalogue be made 
available to consumers? 

• Such a catalogue is certainly feasible. This could be an attractive challenge for the 
environmentally committed NGOs. (Consumer Organisation) 

• An independent catalogue would be useful and perhaps the Regulators or customer 
protection agencies could provide. But don’t forget that-with a few exceptions- 
products are not specified by the sources of energy. (Industry Representative) 

• Independent party difficult to define or nominate; the question of environmentally 
friendly energy sources is always a question of personal values. Information should 
be based on voluntary commitment and market based solutions of individual com-
panies . The differences in the national energy production structures and the struc-
tures between the different regions should be taken into account. (Industry Repre-
sentative) 

• I do not believe in “electricity products”, feasible would be comparison of compa-
nies. (Environmental Organisation) 

• Yes. It should be an independent organisation not affiliated with the electricity sec-
tor, such as a Consumer Agency. The catalogue should primarily be available on 
the Internet due to the rapid changes on the electricity market. (Environmental Or-
ganisation) 

• Yes, such a comparative study is feasible.  It does not need to be mandated.  It is 
highly probable that private green agencies/charities would undertake such a com-
parison. The various web comparison agencies would also be likely to, if consumer 
interest was evident. (Industry Representative) 

• Supplier guided by the regulators (Industry Representative) 

• When every supplier has his labels in a uniform way, an independent catalogue 
must be feasible. Provided by an independent organisation, not affiliated with 
commercial stakeholders, adequately equipped. Made available to consumers by 
means of the Internet, and as a small booklet people can order (viz. the booklet is-
sued with a resume on fuel use of all cars) (Environmental Organisation) 

• A compilation of all products available in a country or region is necessary. The 
most practical way is to have a database with possibilities to keep the information 
updated by the suppliers. The responsibilities for a website and its accessibility for 
companies and consumers should be negotiated betweens the interested partners. 
(Consumer Organisation) 
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• Yes. I think it should be provided by a consumer organisation (e.g. TUV in Ger-
many, Consumers Association in the UK) and it should not be only electricity but 
combine other utility goods. (Industry Representative) 

• Yes. Consumer organisations are well introduced to the public, they provide low 
barrier access for consumers and yield highest ranks when confidence in institu-
tions is being compared. Made available by leaflets, internet, public relations ((lo-
cal) newspapers, radio, television). (Consumer Organisation) 

• Yes, feasible. Regional control authorities should provide this in form of informa-
tion guides, distributed (via post enclosed to the bill) to consumers one/two times a 
year. It is very important that have an independent and reliable information centre 
to which the companies would be obliged to report their product portfolio with the 
required data about the given products. Than the centre would made the compari-
son and the booklet/guide as well. (Environmental Organisation) 

• As the idea is to promote sustainable energetic development, a catalogue offering 
advice to the consumers should be provided by an environmental labelling organi-
sation. The catalogue should be accessible on the Internet and also in paper format 
on demand. (Industry Representative) 

• Yes. Provided by the national authority of regulation (look my general statement 
before). Made available through the internet, offers of the suppliers, journals of the 
suppliers. (Consumer Organisation) 

• Normally the energy companies provide fuel mix information by using their corpo-
rate media, for e.g. annual reports, internet, etc. So, this information is accessible 
for the public. If there is an deeper public interest on fuel mix information, than 
there will be an organisation who will bundle this information. The best case 
would be neutral organisation, like state-owned consumer protection agencies. (In-
dustry Representative) 

• Yes, I think this is feasible. It should be provided by the independent organisations 
(either consumer organisations or state regulatory body). They could publish it as 
brochures and put it on the internet. (Environmental Organisation) 

• The information on fuel mix is public and can be made available by interested 
groups and organisations. Some organisations such as NGOs will very likely pro-
vide this if they see it worthwhile. (NOTE: mandated information is on company-
level and not product-level, which imposes limitations to any product comparison.) 
(Industry Representative) 

• We do not see this as necessary. A harmonised disclosure requirement leads to 
comparable standards, which are sufficient for comparing products. (Industry Rep-
resentative) 
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Q4. Would you prefer that the information was sent out with every bill or just once a 
year under:  
a minimal compliance approach?  

• just once a year (Consumer Organisation) 

• Just once a year (Industry Representative) 

• every bill should contain basic information on the fuel mix, with a clear reference 
to where more detailed information can be found (electronically) (Environmental 
Organisation) 

• Minimal: Once a year – with a detailed explanation of the core meaning of the in-
formation (what is it, why is it important) plus, a short questionnaire should be en-
closed, if consumers willing to receive information of this kind more often. (Envi-
ronmental Organisation) 

• with every bill, respectively annual bill (Consumer Organisation) 

• We prefer the minimal compliance approach: The information should be once a 
year. For special certified products a higher information frequency should be pos-
sible, because of marketing reasons. (Industry Representative) 

 
b optimal approach?  

• monthly/quarterly (Consumer Organisation) 

• Just once a year (Industry Representative) 

• It is enough to have in every bill a reference to a www pages or other general in-
formation source. Once a year a company disclosure containing the fuel mix and 
the nominal CO2 and radioactive waste emissions to be sent out to the customers 
(Industry Representative) 

• Every bill. (Environmental Organisation) 

• I think the information should primarily be available beforehand buying an elec-
tricity delivery. This is the time when this type of information is most useful. It 
should also be available on the bill, once again using the optimal approach. The in-
formation should be attached to every bill for both approaches. (Environmental 
Organisation) 

• We do not make a distinction here between “minimal” and “optimal” approaches.  
Our preference is that it is only mandated that the information be sent out once a 
year, as the information will be calculated once per year.  However, suppliers 
would certainly have the option, as a marketing tool or if there were spare capacity 
in their bills, to provide the information with other bills as well.  (Industry Repre-
sentative) 

• Once a year (Industry Representative) 
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• Once a year and whenever there is an offer to change to a new distributor. This 
means that information should be given also in advertisements. (Consumer Organi-
sation) 

• Every bill should have information on it. (Industry Representative) 

• Annual where bills are annual. Otherwise, I would recommend to refer to the con-
sumer research results as it doesn’t make sense to over-regulate the issue. People 
may be fed up if the approach is too educational. (Consumer Organisation) 

• Optimal: It would be preferable to send it with every bill, as it has stronger educa-
tional effect. On the other hand it makes electricity providers more comparable and 
accountable for consumers. If major changes happen that the information can be 
changed at the same time, for example a provider change for renewable resources. 
(Environmental Organisation) 

• Plus Information with the offer (Consumer Organisation) 

• It should be send with every bill and at least once a year under both approaches. 
(Environmental Organisation) 

• Once a year should comply with the directive and then companies can do it more 
often if they so wish, or if national-level legislation so stipulates. (Industry Repre-
sentative) 

• Domestic customers receive their bills once a year. These bills should contain the 
[disclosure] information. Commercial customers usually receive monthly bills. We 
would not wish to send large volumes of information on generation plants and en-
vironmental issues with each of these bills. It is sufficient to send the information 
out once a year, e.g. with the final annual bill. (Industry Representative) 

 

Q5. How easy would it be to give an annual total of consumption for each individual 
customer (based on 2 meter readings a year apart)?  

This could be used to provide customers with information on their personal environ-
mental impact through electricity usage over the year. Do you think consumers would 
benefit from receiving such information eg for company environmental reports? 

• (Industrial) consumers have no problem with any frequency of meter reading, but 
the majority of the residential consumers tend to see a meter reading once a year. 
We would not overemphasize the importance of such information for the time be-
ing. (Consumer Organisation) 

• There would be necessary to develop the existing billing systems (IT) .Certain in-
dustrial or agricultural customers could certainly use for their own product label-
ling or corporate environmental reports. (Industry Representative) 

• In some markets this is daily business and already in use. No need to regulate me-
tering any more than it is done now on a national level. (Industry Representative) 
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• It would be good if every consumers know of his/her CO2-emission due to electric-
ity consumption; such as “You emitted as much CO2 as an average human of the 
world emits within 9 months” (Environmental Organisation) 

• It should be no problem at all to provide annual reports. I think this should be use-
ful. (Environmental Organisation) 

• We do not see merit in this.  Many premises may not have their meters read that 
often because the consumer isn’t in.  Quarterly or monthly (as appropriate to the 
class of consumer) consumption, estimated where necessary, is shown on all bills 
already, together with the information the consumer cares passionately about – the 
cost of that consumption.  (Industry Representative) 

• Would be possible. It would also boost the demand for renewable energy (Industry 
Representative) 

• This is already common practice in some countries. For company environmental 
reports such information can be helpful. For individual consumers it can be an eye-
opener to receive this kind of information, although I think this will not be widely 
used by them. (Environmental Organisation) 

• According to experience it is feasible and it is useful. Together with information 
about the production it will provide the customers with a figure of their yearly car-
bon dioxide emissions. (Consumer Organisation) 

• This is quite hard if meter readings are not annual. There would be a lot of work to 
develop such a system, as it would be effectively a whole new billing system that 
you would have to develop. (Industry Representative) 

• It would be preferable to have also the environmental impact related to the indi-
vidual electricity consumption given on the annual bill (even if only given on an 
average basis as with portfolio disclosure). (Consumer Organisation) 

• As metering is done any way, it does not mean any further effort to collect data on 
consumption, the calculation on personal environmental impact can be done on an 
automatic basis. Consumers would definitely benefit on the long term, as with this 
tool it would become possible to make their consumption patterns more environ-
mentally friendly. (Environmental Organisation) 

• For big consumers, it is indeed important that they are conscious of their own im-
pact on the environment. In this way they will be able to choose environmental 
friendly electricity schemes and communicate on their action. It is an additional 
marketing tool that is available for them and which will have positive impact on 
the development of renewable energy sources. (Industry Representative) 

• If I understand the question in the right way, than the consumer should be informed 
comparable to an “personalized” material flow.  Electricity industries developed 
the “bath tub-model” to simplify the complex electricity flow and to minimize 
transaction costs. As result of this model all consumers get the same fuel mix. We 
are quite sure that the benefit of a personalized fuel mix is rather low, compared to 
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the increase of costs. Relevant information can’t be provided for the customer in 
the example given. If there are just two meter readings you only know the amount 
of energy. Environmental impact however will also strongly depend when you use 
energy, due to different production mix for each hour of the day. So the informa-
tion for the customer would be misleading. (Industry Representative) 

• Providing this information should be no problem. Should include a bar chart giv-
ing the customers annual electricity and comparing it to a efficient household of 
the same size. Non-domestic customers could also profit. (Environmental Organi-
sation) 

• (Not sure if we understand the question.) The business of electricity supply is 
based on this information, which in many cases already exists. "Personal environ-
mental impact" could undoubtedly be of interest to larger industrial customers for 
their own environmental or social reporting. However, there is no strong evidence 
to suggest that large majority of household customers would be interested in this 
information. (Industry Representative) 

• Such individual information requires too much effort and cost. We would have to 
combine the consumption data of each customer with the product he is buying. 
Next year we will introduce a new billing system and we do not know whether this 
would be technically possible. In the light of rising electricity prices, additional re-
quirements, which induce additional cost for domestic customers, should be 
avoided. We would question, whether customers would really want to receive such 
information. (Industry Representative) 

 

Q6. Do you agree that the only two reliable options are for consumers are (i) portfo-
lio only disclosure or (ii) portfolio & product disclosure only if product information is 
provided for each customer?  

• Earmarked energy products (if any) theoretically can be separated and deducted 
from the general portfolio. (Consumer Organisation) 

• Possible option would be: mandatory portfolio disclosure plus optional product in-
formation. (Industry Representative) 

• In addition to the product disclosure the companies should give information about 
the statistical averages of the total sales (Industry Representative) 

• I am in favour of portfolio disclosure (Environmental Organisation) 

• I agree, but I strongly suggest that product disclosure is used whenever possible. 
(Environmental Organisation) 

• We are not in favour of a rigid interpretation of the directive that means that the 
supplier has to cite its overall fuel mix. That would be confusing and would not 
match the product. We believe that the directive should be interpreted sensibly – 
that the supplier should be able to split its fuel mix data into products and disclose 
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the relevant product fuel mix data, only, to the consumer (according to that con-
sumer’s chosen product).  (Industry Representative) 

• Portfolio only (Industry Representative) 

• Reliability is a matter of regulation, organisation and monitoring. Portfolio disclo-
sure is a step in the right direction, but the real power of the tool lies in product 
disclosure for each consumer. That’s the only way to be certain you’ve got what 
you asked for. (Environmental Organisation) 

• Yes probably, but the question is confusing. (Consumer Organisation) 

• Yes (Industry Representative) 

• Yes, definitely. (Consumer Organisation) 

• Yes (Environmental Organisation) 

• Yes (Industry Representative) 

• Yes, I agree, preferring the portfolio disclosure (Consumer Organisation) 

• We agree almost for (i), but – because of marketing reasons - there should be the 
possibility to create special certified electricity products (if there are needed by the 
market), with labelling independent from the companies fuel mix. (Industry Repre-
sentative) 

• yes, but for alternative ii) it is important to include portfolio disclosure as well. An 
option with just product disclosure is not acceptable. (Environmental Organisation) 

• We believe that the directive should be interpreted sensibly – that the supplier if it 
so wants should be able to split its fuel mix data into products and disclose the 
relevant product fuel mix data to the customer. (Industry Representative) 

• The Directive should contain a minimum requirement on the disclosure of the 
company portfolio. Any further differentiation on the product level should be left 
optional to suppliers in the context of sensibility [of such differentiation] (which 
we see in the case of domestic customers). If such flexibility is allowed, then every 
supplier can target his customer groups individually. For domestic customers we 
support the disclosure of the supplier mix and the production balance of each elec-
tricity product. Many suppliers differentiate their products with regard to genera-
tion [sources]. Therefore it would be a huge disadvantage, if only the generation 
mix owned by the supplier plus the mix of all purchased information would have 
to be disclosed. If this would be the case, then at the product level, customers of 
different products (“do not care [where it comes from]”, Cogeneration Power, 
Green Power) would all be shown the same generation mix on the disclosure label. 
Such information would no be beneficial for the consumer. It would be better if the 
consumer could easily compare, e.g. if the generation mix of his product is com-
pared with the average national mix or the mix of his supplier. For commercial 
customers, a disclosure requirement relating to individual electricity products 
would only be beneficial for small commercial customers (if there is a benefit at 
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all). We must recognise that commercial customers have developed hardly any 
demand for such benefits so far. Electricity for large customers is to a large extent 
(and still rising) being purchased at power exchanges, which do not allow to create 
a positive picture of environmental attributes. Environmental attributes of deliv-
ered electricity only play a very minor role (or no role at all) in purchasing deci-
sions [of such customers]. Therefore we reject product disclosure for commercial 
customers. (Industry Representative) 

Q7. Do you think that utilities should develop a range of products? Please answer for 
both:  
a. minimal compliance approach 

• Only in case of requirements from the market (Industry Representative) 

• No (Environmental Organisation) 

• The question probably refers to a range of products that could give information 
about the fuel mix and energy consumption to the consumer. This might facilitate 
consumers choices, but the products should not impede on the uniformity of dis-
closure (Environmental Organisation) 

• Marketing studies tell us, that  - at the moment - consumers are mostly interested 
in cheap and secure energy supply. Product quality  is not a very important item for 
consumers (especially when it comes to the fuel mix)– and so: there will be no fur-
ther products. At least it is an commercial decision by each company. (Industry 
Representative) 

 
b. optimal approach  

• Not necessarily, but why do not they do. (Consumer Organisation) 

• Suppliers may be obliged to have at least one “green” product (Industry Represen-
tative) 

• Product development is up to the utilities to decide based on normal competition. 
(Industry Representative) 

• No (Environmental Organisation) 

• Absolutely, there is a demand among the consumers, especially business consum-
ers to buy product-specified electricity in order to decrease their environmental 
impact. Using a standardised disclosure label would be a useful tool even though 
lacking information regarding impact on biodiversity. This should be valid for both 
approaches. (Environmental Organisation) 

• We do not see any “should” about it. Utilities know their customers well, and will 
develop a range of products to suit. We suspect that most large utilities will have at 
least a green and another product, at the outset. We do not make a distinction here 
between “minimal” and “optimal” approaches (Industry Representative) 
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• there is a range of products already available on the market (Industry Representa-
tive) 

• It is up to the possibilities available. (Consumer Organisation) 

• If they want to (Industry Representative) 

• If consumer or environmental organisations or other stakeholder publish surveys 
on differences of utility- or product data with respect to fuel mix and/or environ-
mental impacts, there will be some sort of market- induced pressure to develop dif-
ferent products. This could be more efficient for the development of a range of 
products than differences in the grade of transition between “minimal compliance 
approach” or “optimal approach”. (Consumer Organisation) 

• Optimal and minimal: No. As argued at the guide – that would allow the double 
count of green sources and would mislead consumers. According to our assump-
tion, the creation of green products would take extra time and cost for companies 
as well and would make the implementation process of labelling even longer and 
difficult. Once a green product possibility is introduced, it is difficult to defend 
why to withdraw. If now we make barriers on double selling and possibility of 
making extra profit by  misleading consumers there would be less opposition, than 
later on when existing profit sources are being cut. That is why we suggest the 
prohibition at both stage. (Environmental Organisation) 

• In both approach they should develop a range of products to enable consumers that 
are willing to pay more for green electricity to do so. (Industry Representative) 

• A lot of utilities already have developed a range of products. But for the vast ma-
jority this is a form of green wash, because the utilities do not build new generation 
capacity to make their overall mix cleaner. They just sell the green part separately 
– and sometimes for a higher price. So from that experience I think there are lim-
ited advantages and a lot of disadvantages to utilities offering a range of products. 
And I cannot see making it any difference under the minimal or the optimal ap-
proach. (Environmental Organisation) 

• There is no minimal or optimal approach to this question: this is a commercial de-
cision by each company. Many different products exist already in the markets and 
most utilities will very likely have at least a green product and another product at 
the outset. (Industry Representative) 

 

Q8. How would you like to see the fuel sources listed – individually or in generic 
classes? Please answer for both:  
a. minimal compliance approach  

• In generic classes (Industry Representative) 

• Individually (Environmental Organisation) 

• In generic classes to domestic consumers. (Consumer Organisation) 
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• General classes (Consumer Organisation) 

• Nuclear, fossil fuels, renewables. (Industry Representative) 

 

b. optimal approach  

• In both cases in reasonable generic classes (Consumer Organisation) 

• Individually (Industry Representative) 

• Generic classes are too broad. There should be national guidelines for different en-
ergy sources because of different energy production structure (for example the 
status of peat and waste gasification). (Industry Representative) 

• In classes, e.g.  (1) nuclear – (2) fossil fuelled caloric – (3) large hydro – (4) small 
hydro – (5) green power (wind power, biomass etc.). (Environmental Organisation) 

• I am not certain what individual and generic classes means. I would prefer if the 
information is listed in types of production, i.e. Hydropower, Nuclear power, Wind 
power, CHP with biofuels, fossil gas etc, Coal….. (Environmental Organisation) 

• We do not make a distinction here between “minimal” and “optimal” approaches.  
We believe that the fuel sources should be grouped, in the mix data, into three 
classes as per the UCTE web site – renewables, nuclear, and fossil/other.  (Industry 
Representative) 

• Strongly support a detailed fuel list (Industry Representative) 

• Individually. Generic does not give much information; consumers want to know 
which fossil or renewable sources are involved (Environmental Organisation) 

• In generic classes to domestic consumers. (Consumer Organisation) 

• Should be by what is important to consumers – I would suggest:  Coal, Gas, Oil, 
Nuclear, and Renewable (Industry Representative) 

• Generic classes would fit better to facilitate competition on an European level. 
(Consumer Organisation) 

• In both case the generic class case is preferable – “the less is more” – if sources 
would be listed individually listed one could easily lost in the details, and no deep 
impression could be made. (Environmental Organisation) 

• In order to develop new renewable electricity sources, it is important that they ap-
pear individually on the detail of the portfolio. Otherwise for example, all the big 
hydro will appear as renewable and consumers won’t know that this is not new de-
velopments. (Industry Representative) 

• General classes (Consumer Organisation) 

• Suggest the following sources to be listed: nuclear power, coal, gas, oil, waste in-
cineration and renewables (split up into solar, wind, small hydro, large hydro > 
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10MW, biomass, other if applicable.) Sources that are not used by a company need 
not be listed. I cannot see why there should be any difference for the minimal or 
the optimal approach. (Environmental Organisation) 

• At a basic minimum, we hope that suppliers present at least the three generic 
(UCTE) classes: renewables, nuclear, fossil + other(s). If customers ask for more 
detailed information, companies can move further and find their optimal approach. 
(Industry Representative) 

• The generation sources should be listed as exactly as possible, e.g. in lignite, hard 
coal, natural gas, oil etc. (Industry Representative) 

 

Q9. Do you think detail should be provided on individual renewable sources avail-
able? Please answer for both:  
a. minimal compliance approach 

• Yes, because renewable sources are highly different (Consumer Organisation) 

• Only optionally (Industry Representative) 

• Yes, detail should be provided on individual renewable sources; consumers make a 
distinction in environmental quality of the different renewable sources (e.g. wind 
and sun are ‘better’ in their opinion than biomass, and even within biomass there is 
a preference for, for instance, wood especially grown for the purpose of electricity 
production above the use of chicken manure)  (Environmental Organisation) 

• Not to domestic consumers. (Consumer Organisation) 

• No, not on mandatory basis. (Industry Representative) 
 

b. optimal approach  

• Depends on the generation market structure (Industry Representative) 

• Detailed information is product dependent and therefore belongs to normal product 
development and product descriptions rather than to labelling. This issue goes 
rather under the RES-E –directive and can be covered by the rules concerning the 
guarantee of origin. (Environmental Organisation) 

• Yes: large hydro –  small hydro –  green power. (Environmental Organisation) 

• We do not make a distinction here between “minimal” and “optimal” approaches.  
No, not on a mandatory basis.  If there was evidence of demand for, let us say, so-
lar (or some such) generation in particular, with sizeable numbers of consumers 
willing and keen to pay a premium for such power, it is likely that suppliers would 
scent this opportunity and contract appropriately to warrant supply of such genera-
tion.  But we are a very long way, decades perhaps, from such a time. (Industry 
Representative) 

• Not on an individual source (Industry Representative) 
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• See a (Environmental Organisation) 

• Not to domestic consumers. (Consumer Organisation) 

• Yes on a product that claims to be from Renewable power there should be some 
information on the type of renewable power (Industry Representative) 

• Details on renewable sources seem to be preferable for experts, I’m not quite sure 
how reliable the result of the focus groups are. I would expect that the “average 
consumer” doesn’t bother on differences in renewable sources (this applies for 
both the minimal and the optimal approach). (Consumer Organisation) 

• Definitely YES – for both cases. As in our concern the major achievement of this 
kind of a project would be the promotion of RES and make the direct liaison be-
tween personal consumption and its environmental effect. Detailed information 
would form the environmental consciousness of consumers and at the same time 
would motivate them to lower the percentage of their consumption of fossils for 
the favour of RES. (Environmental Organisation) 

• Cf supra (Industry Representative) 

• Yes – see above. And for both approaches (Environmental Organisation) 

• Not on mandatory basis. Best practice will evolve naturally when companies de-
velop product disclosure for example for their green products. (Industry Represen-
tative) 

• Yes, renewable sources should also be differentiated in wind, hydro, biomass etc. 
(Industry Representative) 

 

Q10. Would you like to see information other environmental indicators, in addition to 
CO2 emissions and radioactive waste, provided to consumers? If so, which ones? 

• Any quantifiable and comparable pollutant information could be of interest (Con-
sumer Organisation) 

• No (Industry Representative) 

• The labelling information should be kept as simple as possible covering only the 
mandatory information. Other environmental indicators will be reported thor-
oughly on voluntary bases in the environmental and annual reports of the compa-
nies (Industry Representative) 

• No (Environmental Organisation) 

• I would suggest to use the environmental impact categories defined in the ISO-
standard for Life cycle assessment, i.e. Global warming, Ozone depletion, Acidifi-
cation, Eutrophication Photochemical oxidant creation. Information on impact on 
biodiversity is of course useful but I am aware of the problems find this type of in-
formation. (Environmental Organisation) 
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• No (Industry Representative) 

• No (Industry Representative) 

• SO2, NOx.  Maybe even other residues like soot (especially with biomass use), al-
though that might be to much for consumers. But it should (like an Environmental 
Effect Report) in any case be available to consumer organisations, environmental 
groups etcetera and very interested consumers. (Environmental Organisation) 

• Not to domestic consumers. (Consumer Organisation) 

• Yes if possible, but they need to be put in the context of environmental consump-
tion e.g. an acid rain indicator rather than an emissions indicator. (Industry Repre-
sentative) 

• I would expect that further information will confuse the “average consumer”, as far 
as the uniform label is concerned. Further information will be useful if given e.g. 
on the website of the utility for the interested public or for stakeholder groups. 
(Consumer Organisation) 

• Yes. But it would be extremely important why that indicators are important when 
one considers the environmental effect of it, just in brief e.g. CO2 � greenhouse 
effect, Radioactive waste � storing is not solved, long degradation, SO2 � acid 
rain � soil degradation etc. (Environmental Organisation) 

• An indication on the past portfolio of the supplier to see if the supplier is develop-
ing the supply of renewable energy sources (Industry Representative) 

• No (Consumer Organisation) 

• More information would confuse the customer. A problem is that such information 
can be used to discriminate certain energy-forms, while the environmental impact 
of other energy forms is not shown. There is a conflict between practicability and 
equality. (Industry Representative) 

• Yes I think environmental indicators are very important. The environmental impact 
of the energy sector is enormous: nuclear catastrophes can destroy whole countries; 
fossil fuels are changing the climate causing more floods, draughts, hurricanes, etc. 
So consumers should be provided with information on the different types of impact 
in order to be able to make a choice taking into account these criteria. I believe 
CO2 and radioactive waste to be sufficient. (Environmental Organisation) 

• This would most likely confuse the customer. Fuel mix and the basic environ-
mental impacts are enough. Companies wishing to provide more information may 
do so in the liberalised markets. (Industry Representative) 

• No. It this is deemed necessary at a later stage, the list of indicators can still be ex-
tended. (Industry Representative) 
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Q11. What comparative information do you think customers should be provided with: 
country or European averages? Please answer for both:  
a. minimal compliance approach  

• Country averages (Consumer Organisation) 

• Country average (Industry Representative) 

• I suggest both actually for both approaches. (Environmental Organisation) 

• Country averages for different countries. A European average is not informative 
for comparison (Environmental Organisation) 

• Normally country averages as each country has to beat its own record and not relax 
because figures in other countries are worse. (Consumer Organisation) 

• Country averages (Industry Representative) 

• Adding Q2, comparative information on the EU-level doesn’t make any sense. (In-
dustry Representative) 

 

b. optimal approach  

• European averages as and when a genuine European electricity market operates. 
(Consumer Organisation) 

• Country and European average. (Industry Representative) 

• Due to the regional differences the national statistics are more relevant to the cus-
tomers. European averages are not needed in labelling but rather in the environ-
mental and annual reports of the companies. (Industry Representative) 

• Country. (Environmental Organisation) 

• I suggest both actually for both approaches. (Environmental Organisation) 

• We do not believe that customers need be mandatorily-provided with comparative 
information. Suppliers may very well wish to keep the information on bills and 
promotional materials simple. Those consumers who are interested may look it up.  
(Industry Representative) 

• Share of UCTE Mix, benchmarks (Industry Representative) 

• See a (Environmental Organisation) 

• Normally country averages as each country has to beat its own record and not relax 
because figures in other countries are worse. (Consumer Organisation) 

• Country averages (Industry Representative) 

• Comparative information is essential for both the minimal and the optimal ap-
proach. Referring to country averages would appropriate since the country (if not 
the local) market is the reference market to the most consumers. (Consumer Or-
ganisation) 
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• If  country comparison is made than the best would be to have the best country 
stand as an example, which has/uses the most renewable resource and the less nu-
clear. On the other had, EU average of renewable uses would be lowered because 
of the accession countries where the usage of these kind of energy is less wide 
spread than in the already EU countries – so the lowered average would not be so 
motivating, but easier to achieve. (Environmental Organisation) 

• A comparison within the country would be necessary at first because many con-
sumers don’t know what the energetic background in their country is like. This 
would enable them to get a knowledge under the a) approach. In the optimal ap-
proach, once the consumers are more educated, a comparison with European aver-
age would be useful. (Industry Representative) 

• We suggest not to include information on averages for comparison in order to keep 
the label less complex. But comparison with country average seems more useful 
and adapted to the real situation. Unless the electricity market is really much more 
competitive and internationalised with customers buying electricity from suppliers 
in other countries, it makes no sense to give European averages. (Environmental 
Organisation) 

• Those consumers that are interested can, and will, look this information up from 
competing suppliers or for example independent websites. However, we do not be-
lieve that consumers would benefit from comparative information on the bills. Fur-
thermore, European averages make no sense if the customer cannot choose a sup-
plier from a different country. (Industry Representative) 

• Both, European and country averages. If this is not possible, then the country mix 
should be used. (Industry Representative) 

 

Q12. Please comment on the issues involved in showing the proportion of imported 
electricity for:  
a. all imports including the 25 EU countries  

• All imported electricity (Consumer Organisation) 

• We prefer showing without distinction. (Industry Representative) 

• If  a true disclosure within the EU works, import from other EU countries do not 
have to be shown. (Environmental Organisation) 

• All imports must be showed, hence there is no real transparency and no real possi-
bility to compare and to choose well-informed. (Environmental Organisation) 

• This is not of interest to domestic consumers if the fuel sources are disclosed. 
(Consumer Organisation) 

• Import information may be interesting for some customers – but this should really 
be optional for the country to implement at their discretion. (Industry Representa-
tive) 
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• Discussing imports within the EU-25 makes no sense: there is a single market on 
the wholesale level. For companies with bilateral contracts to non-EU-countries is 
labelling possible. (Industry Representative) 
 

b. imports from non-EU countries (outside the 25) 

• No exact information is available (Industry Representative) 

• Imported electricity does not differ from other electricity purchased from other 
sources than own production and therefore the imported electricity can be reported 
among the other contract based purchased electricity. Reporting the proportion of 
contract based purchased electricity is enough. The differences between the differ-
ent market areas should be taken into account (Industry Representative) 

• I think this information might confuse the consumer. If a national or EU-wide in-
formation is available, they should include import and export. I do not see the ad-
vantage of showing this information. Import and export between countries is some-
thing, which is not negative. (Environmental Organisation) 

• We cannot see how suppliers can usually know in a liberalised market how much 
electricity they have bought/sold to/from other nation states, as forward trading is 
on a portfolio basis.  Those with shares in interconnector import capacity may, 
however, be able to tell in some cases where they are directly responsible for im-
ports/exports across the link. (Industry Representative) 

• This is not of interest to domestic consumers if the fuel sources are disclosed. 
(Consumer Organisation) 

• “Imported electricity” should refer to the proportion imported from non-EU coun-
tries with no comparable and reliable disclosure scheme. (Consumer Organisation) 

• If a uniform system would be implemented, than imported and locally produced 
goods would be easy to compare by the source of energy. In case b. one could not 
provide any information on the source of imported energy, so the information 
partly would be useless (for promoting environmentally conscious consumption). 
Suggestion: EU + information on the imported part as well (Environmental Or-
ganisation) 

• The energetic independence of their individual nation is important to the eyes of 
consumers. So it seems that the consumers may miss the information if only im-
ports from non EU countries are indicated. (Industry Representative) 

• Showing the imports to the consumers will complicate the information in an high 
extent. Maybe this information should be given in homepages, special journals but 
should not be an obligation for the individual consumer information. Maybe the 
national import or the import from the supplier is interesting, but I think the Euro-
pean one is already too complex. (Consumer Organisation) 
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• I agree that it would be enough to say “imports from the following countries....”. 
But I would do this separately for the sections of renewables and the conventional 
fuels in order to enable consumers to discern whether the utility buy is clean elec-
tricity abroad or is dirty electricity. I also think at import from both, EU and non-
EU countries should be listed.  (Environmental Organisation) 

• This is an issue for individual companies. (Industry Representative) 

 

Suppliers – please indicate approximately how much you sell in each category at the 
moment.  

Q13. What type of information display for fuel mix information would you favour? 
Text, tables, pie charts, or bar charts 

Please choose one or more options and give the reason for your choice for  
a. minimal compliance approach 

• Tables or pie charts are the best solution, being cost saving and easily conceivable 
at the same time. (Consumer Organisation) 

• Depends on IT possibilities (Industry Representative) 

• The best option for the minimal compliance approach is a table (Industry Repre-
sentative) 

• Table and pie (Environmental Organisation) 

• Tables and Bar charts or some other type of visual information (Environmental 
Organisation) 

• Tables and pie charts with in generic classes (Consumer Organisation) 

• Pie charts (Industry Representative) 

• Pie chart, as long as no comparative data are provided (Consumer Organisation) 

• Text (Environmental Organisation) 

 
b. optimal approach  

• See above (Consumer Organisation) 

• Depends on IT possibilities (Industry Representative) 

• Should not be too strictly regulated and should be up to the companies to decide 
which model they use. General guidelines could be given by national industrial or-
ganisations. (Environmental Organisation) 

• Table and pie (Environmental Organisation) 

• Tables and Bar charts or some other type of visual information. (Environmental 
Organisation) 
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• We would favour suppliers having free choice of what format they use, to include 
the possibility of using text tables.  These are simple to understand and are simple 
to print, so having the option to use them is both optimal and minimalist. (Industry 
Representative) 

• Bar charts (Industry Representative) 

• Text alone is not sufficient: difficult to comprehend and to compare between coun-
tries. Text should be used as explanation with tables, pie charts or bar charts. Pie 
charts can give easy readable information for one country or product. When there 
is need to compare between countries or products bar charts are easier to read. De-
tailed information on types of renewables can be given in an extra pie chart or bar 
chart displaying the breakdown of the x% renewable. In the future, when the use of 
renewable sources is more common, this is probably no longer necessary. (Envi-
ronmental Organisation) 

• Tables and pie charts with in generic classes (Consumer Organisation) 

• Pie charts (Industry Representative) 

• Table, since with respect to comparison with average data this seems to be the 
clearest form. A bar chart could be fine as well, though the example given in fig. 3 
seems to be confusing. (Consumer Organisation) 

• Bar chart, because it is easy to understand, because of the visual formulation and 
(comparing to pie chart) easy to compare. (Environmental Organisation) 

• The idea of a pie chart combined with a table detailing renewables could be a solu-
tion. (Industry Representative) 

• Tables or pie charts (Consumer Organisation) 

• It’s an individual decision by each company (Industry Representative) 

• Suggest to have both a pie chart and a table. This should be the same for the mini-
mal and the optimal approach. (Environment Organisation) 

• This should be left to the companies to decide, as long as they disclose the required 
information. In general text and tables are easier to implement than charts etc. (In-
dustry Representative) 

• 1. Table, 2. Bar chart, 3. Pie chart. Clarity – graphic element. (Industry Representa-
tive) 

 

Q14. What type of information display for environmental information would you fa-
vour? Text, tables, bar charts or ranking  

Please choose one or more options and give the reason for your choice for  
a. minimal compliance approach 

• Text only, because this perhaps draws higher attention (Consumer Organisation) 
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• Table because of simplicity. (Industry Representative) 

• Ranking (Environmental Organisation) 

• Bar charts or some other simple visual communication. (Environmental Organisa-
tion) 

• Tables and bar charts for carbon dioxide and nuclear waste (Consumer Organisa-
tion) 

• Tables (Industry Representative) 

• Bar charts as these give a rather clear picture. (Consumer Organisation) 

• Text with explanation (as it is shown on the NY State Electricity Label). (Envi-
ronmental Organisation) 

b. optimal approach  

• Text and tables/pie charts or ranking (Consumer Organisation) 

• Table because of simplicity. (Industry Representative) 

• Ranking of environmental information does not belong to labelling and should 
definitely be left outside the whole issue. Ranking is rather a question of personal 
values and no authority should decide upon such: There are no right values and 
wrong values. Labelling is not matter of comparison, nominal emissions should be 
enough (Industry Representative) 

• Table and ranking: Ranking is the best as (1) consumer do not know what kg co2 
or grams of nuclear waste really mean (2) ranking labels are well know from wash-
ing machines etc. Ranking A must mean 0 g CO2/ 0 g nuclear waste. Ranking D 
should be the countries average. (Environmental Organisation) 

• Bar charts or some other simple visual communication. (Environmental Organisa-
tion) 

• We do not favour mandatory presentation of such information on the bill.  We fa-
vour a URL and telephone number to obtain such information, as per the wording 
of the directive. (Industry Representative)  

• Bar charts (Industry Representative) 

• Text see Q 13. Ranking is preferable, for it is easy to understand. However I miss 
the “no radioactive waste / CO2” option on the examples. Ranking scale must be 
defined by an independent source. (Environmental Organisation) 

• Tables and bar charts for carbon dioxide and nuclear waste (Consumer Organisa-
tion) 

• Tables (Industry Representative) 

• Ranking would be best, if CO2 and nuclear waste are both displayed, since these 
data are far more difficult to interpret than fuel mix data. (Consumer Organisation) 
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• Ranking explanation (as it is shown on the NY State Electricity Label). (Environ-
mental Organisation) 

• Bar charts seem to combine a visual impact as well as a precise information. It is 
important to give the average and not the maximum which would diminish the im-
pact of a highly polluting electricity mix (people would feel less concerned if they 
see they are below the maximum emissions). (Industry Representative) 

• Ranking because already known from the energy efficiency declaration of electri-
cal equipment. (Consumer Organisation) 

• It’s an individual decision by each company (Industry Representative) 

• Suggest to give the environmental information just as figures. We discussed this 
difficult issue at length whether or not to do same type of ranking within the label. 
And we decided against it, because ranking always includes a value judgement. 
Especially when asked to rank fossil fuels against nuclear power ecologically value 
judgements of different people are known to vary a lot – from totally acceptable to 
totally unacceptable. So it seemed impossible to us to define criteria for a ranking 
that will be regarded as neutral and objective by the users. In the CIE suggestion 
this problem is solved by ranking nuclear waste and CO2 separately. But this a) 
makes the disclosure format yet more complex and b) also there is the problem 
against which baseline the ranking is done. It has been noted that the ranking giv-
ing judgement on the energy efficiency of electrical household appliances is be-
coming next to useless, because most producers have improved the efficiency of 
their appliances so that most products are now in the “good” and “best” category. 
The label is no real help to consumer any more to really tell the best product on the 
market, if  all products are labelled “best”. To whom would you give an “A” for 
nuclear waste – to a utility like EPZ in the NL that owns is only one smallish nu-
clear power plant producing little nuclear waste in absolute figures? And EdF is 
getting a G because they have more than 50 NPPs and thus produce 50 times more 
nuclear waste? (Environmental Organisation) 

• This should be left to the companies to decide, as long as they disclose the required 
information. In general text and tables are easier to implement than charts etc. (In-
dustry Representative) 

• Bar chart, because we only have two indicators here (CO2 and nuclear waste). (In-
dustry Representative) 

 

Q15. Given that a disclosure scheme may require the display of some level of infor-
mation on the electricity bill, how much notice would be required to minimise the cost 
to suppliers for re-designing their bills (eg do suppliers redesign their bills on a regular 
basis?). Would this notice period be longer if the information was to be displayed in 
colour graphics (eg pie charts)? 
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• Automatic generation of the information would take long time and not necessarily 
applicable for all markets. Automatic IT solutions would require substantial 
changes in the running system for much money and long time. Separate yearly let-
ters would be the cost effective solution (Industry Representative) 

• Design of the bills should be the business of the companies and not too strictly 
regulated. (Industry Representative) 

• Probably, since the cost for 4 colour print are very high. (Environmental Organisa-
tion) 

• We do not support the use of colour graphics.  Other than this – six months’ notice 
should allow resolution of IT difficulties, particularly with graphics rather than 
text.  (Industry Representative) 

• Don’t know (Industry Representative) 

• Of course it is understandable that implementing the changes necessary for disclo-
sure would take some time. However, one should take into account that in a liber-
alised market disclosure is an important element for effective choices. Implementa-
tion therefore should be ideally finished at the time of opening of the market or at 
the soonest possible date after opening.  (Environmental Organisation) 

• No I think the notice would be the same for all types of approach.  Supply compa-
nies re-design their bills probably at least 1 a year. (Industry Representative) 

• Information definitely should be displayed on the bill, since this is the only thing of 
the “bill package” what they read for sure. The two most important aspects are: to 
tell all the information needed, not to disturb the functionally basic information of 
the bill (prize, cons. unit, total cons.). If the design is done by the EU authorities 
this means less cost for them, on the other hand companies reclaim all cost oc-
curred from the consumer so could be basically a cash-flow problem for them. (Be-
ing sarcastic, I am sure that is only a little proportion of the amount that they spend 
on ads a year for example. And this money would support the good case.) (Envi-
ronmental Organisation) 

• About the costs, of course should be minimal (Consumer Organisation) 

• If a company has a good bill-design, than there is no need for a change and the de-
sign is used for a rather long time. In terms of cost efficiency there should be used 
a black-and-white or a grey-scale-labelling. (Industry Representative) 

• Redesigning bills is costly. It is much easier to send the information on a separate 
leaflet / insert. But this also must be left to the suppliers to decide. (Industry Rep-
resentative) 

• The optimal solution would be a promotional insert to the bill, both would be sent 
out together. A coloured design is preferred because it makes more impression. 
(Industry Representative) 
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Q16. Would a separate insert be a cheaper, more effective and more convenient way to 
provide the disclosure information to consumers than displaying the information on the 
bill? 

• Not necessarily more effective, but certainly cheaper and more convenient. (Con-
sumer Organisation) 

• See Q 15 (Industry Representative) 

• It is enough to have in every bill a reference to a www pages or other general in-
formation source. In addition there could be once a year a company disclosure con-
taining the fuel mix and the nominal CO2 and radioactive waste emissions to be 
sent out to the customers. (Industry Representative) 

• If the information should be available when the bills are distributed, I suggest that 
the disclosure information is available on the bill, not as a separate leaflet. (Envi-
ronmental Organisation) 

• We favour the current wording which allows suppliers to choose whether to place 
the information “on”, or “with”, the bills, depending on their situation.  (Industry 
Representative) 

• No (Industry Representative) 

• If a separate insert turns out to be cheaper, the bill should clearly refer to it and it 
should be enclosed in the same envelope. Whether it is more effective is a matter 
of design and communication strategy. It depends on the format chosen. (Environ-
mental Organisation) 

• Yes it would be initially cheaper, but not in the long run, and it would definitely 
not be more effective way of displaying it.  Most customer discard information in-
cluded separately in with their bills, so there will be a very low impact unless it is 
written on the bills. (Industry Representative) 

• As a civil organisation judging the cots of insert is quite difficult, though we are 
convinced that information and explanation should be splint between the bill and 
inserts. The bill should inform consumers in brief and there would be enough 
space and possibility to inform and educate them on a leaflet or insert. Inserts 
could be sent on a regular basis, not necessarily with the monthly bills – depending 
on its content. (Environmental Organisation) 

• A separate insert would be more convenient for the companies and also for the cos-
tumer: Electricity bills are rather complex and adding fuel mix information on the 
same sheet will result in increasing customer confusion. (Industry Representative) 

• This is a good idea. Separate insert allows companies to familiarise the customer 
with the information displayed on the bill. This would also not disturb the IT proc-
esses for issuing the bills. (Industry Representative) 
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• Yes! It should not be necessary to change the bill design. Especially domestic cus-
tomers have difficulties to understand their bills. Therefore we should not make it 
more complex by adding additional information. (Industry Representative) 

 

Q17. Would it be feasible to provide consumers with personalised environmental 
information on their bill?  

• Presumably this would not be feasible (Consumer Organisation) 

• We would not recommend obligatory provision with personalised environmental 
information (Industry Representative) 

• Yes, but again this a question to be decided upon companies; belongs to normal 
product development and product information of the companies. (Industry Repre-
sentative) 

• Yes (Environmental Organisation) 

• Yes, most information is available individually anyway, such as consumption, grid 
tariff etc. (Environmental Organisation) 

• No, it is not feasible. (Industry Representative) 

• Yes (Industry Representative) 

• When you know the environmental impact of a product and you know how much a 
consumer consumed, it must be feasible to calculate the personal environmental ef-
fect. (Environmental Organisation) 

• It would be possible based on information from their Estimated Annual Consump-
tion, however, it would be very complex to implement. (Industry Representative) 

• Yes, for annual consumption data. (Consumer Organisation) 

• Yes – As they consumption is measured anyway with simple algorithms they envi-
ronmental impact can easily be evaluated. (Environmental Organisation) 

• No, not really, the information is to complex. (Consumer Organisation) 

• No, it wouldn’t be feasible. (See also Q5) (Industry Representative) 

• Logically, this information would be totally irrelevant with portfolio disclosure. 
(Industry Representative) 

• Basically yes, but this is different for individual suppliers. However, the addition 
of individual environmental data on each bill would be an inappropriately high ef-
fort and too expensive. (Industry Representative) 

 

Q18. Which would be your preferred option of 1-4 below:  

1. incorporated onto the front of the existing bill 
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2. included as an extra page (or back page) of the bill 

3. detailed on a separate leaflet sent out with the bill 

4. included on both the bill and the leaflet (with a link between the two) 

for sending information out to consumers? Please give the reason for your choice and 
answer for both 
a. minimal compliance approach  

• Separate leaflet would be perhaps the easiest and cheapest way to deliver informa-
tion. (Consumer Organisation) 

• Separate leaflet because of simplicity and related costs. (Industry Representative) 

• Option 3; attracts more attention and will therefore have more impact than incor-
porated on the front of the backside of the bill (Environmental Organisation) 

• Option 4 (Consumer Organisation) 

• 1 is the option, all the others will have a very low impact on the awareness for 
customers.  There is little evidence that such an information leaflet just on 
disclosure will be read. (Industry Representative) 

• Option 1 (Environmental Organisation) 
 

b. optimal approach  

• Short text on the bill with reference to the separate leaflet (and other info source 
(e.g. website) if any).  (Consumer Organisation) 

• Separate leaflet because of simplicity and related costs. (Industry Representative) 

• This is a competition matter and should be decided upon demand. In general, a 
yearly information with a bill, and otherwise a reference to www-site should be 
enough. (Industry Representative) 

• We favour the current wording which allows suppliers to choose whether to place 
the information “on”, or “with”, the bills, depending on their situation.  (Industry 
Representative) 

• On the bill. (Industry Representative) 

• Option 4: attracts even more attention and will therefore have more impact 
(Environment Organisation) 

• Option 4 (Consumer Organisation) 

• 1 is the option, all the others will have a very low impact on the awareness for cus-
tomers.  There is little evidence that such an information leaflet just on disclosure 
will be read. (Industry Representative) 

• Extra leaflet will lead to extra expenses for postage; it is doubtful weather con-
sumer will take notice of the extra leaflet or not. Therefore incorporating onto the 
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front side of the existing bill – or put to the place where consumption data are al-
ready provided today seems to be best. (Consumer Organisation) 

• Option 4. The bill is the only thing what consumers check for sure, so impressive 
information should be placed on that. For the better understanding and for long 
term educational purposes, further explanation is needed on leaflets. (Environ-
mental Organisation) 

• Separate insert, send together with the last bill of the year. (Industry Representa-
tive) 

• Option 1 for both approaches as this is the place with the best visibility (Environ-
mental Organisation) 

• We favour the possibility to allow suppliers to choose whether to place the infor-
mation on the bill or (and) a separate leaflet. (Industry Representative) 

• Folder or leaflet to be sent out with the bill (see q. 15 and 16). (Industry Represen-
tative) 

 

Q19. How important is it that consumers have ready access to environmental informa-
tion on their electricity (ie not just on the internet)? How would you provide this? 

• Not very important (those, who are interested can look after it).  (Consumer Or-
ganisation) 

• Suppliers could be obliged to issue regular (yearly, etc) reports. The sources may 
be disclosed on their websites (Industry Representative) 

• Not very important; this is a competition matter and should be decided upon de-
mand. (Industry Representative) 

• I think it is fairly important. The information should available on marketing of 
electricity products. (Environmental Organisation) 

• We do not favour mandatory presentation of such information on the bill.  We fa-
vour a URL and telephone number to obtain such information, as per the wording 
of the directive.  The telephone number would have merit for those without inter-
net access. (Industry Representative) 

• Web site, Bill additional information, call centre (Industry Representative) 

• Environmental information, if relevant, reliable and clear represents an important 
factor for consumers to base their decision on. This must be accessible to all con-
sumers, and not just to those with access to the internet. Could be provided on the 
same leaflet as spoken of in Q 15. (Environmental Organisation) 

• It is useful to be reminded but it should be done in connection with a decision–
making which might influence the future environmental impact, thus when it is 
time to consider change of supplier. At these occasions printed material is prefer-
able. (Consumer Organisation) 
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• It is important.  It should be available on request, similar to a Code of Practice. 
(Industry Representative) 

• Environmental data should be provided also in advertisements and information 
brochures. (Consumer Organisation) 

• It is important, the penetration rate of Internet is low which means the wealthiest 
part of the society, so providing information only on the Internet accelerates ine-
quality. The environmental impact should be displayed on the bill, and discussed in 
details on a leaflet. Exact resource, consumption, usage, emission data should be 
explained from the environmental effect point of view. An easy to use calculation 
method could be introduced to consumers with which they could calculate their 
own data – if they are interested. (Environmental Organisation) 

• Suppliers could be obliged to send a leaflet on the consumer’s request for informa-
tion (the same as the one sent with the bills). (Industry Representative) 

• Besides the internet, we provide this information in our corporate media, like an-
nual reports or environmental reports for interested customers (stakeholders). In-
formation could also be made available via Customer Care Services. (Industry 
Representative) 

• I think environmental information is very important (see answer to question 10). It 
should be on the bill, on the website and the promotional material as well. 
(Environmental Organisation) 

• The directive indicates how this information should be provided. (Industry Repre-
sentative) 

• This is very important. We would provide this information via all media: Internet, 
customer magazine, customer care centre. (Environmental Organisation) 

 

Q20. Should the information displayed on promotional material be in the same format 
as that which is displayed on or with the bill? 

• Format is not crucial for promotional materials. (Consumer Organisation) 

• Not necessarily (Industry Representative) 

• Too detailed question, but generally speaking different targets mean different for-
mats; promotional material should not be (too strictly) regulated in a free competi-
tion. (Industry Representative) 

• Yes (Environmental Organisation) 

• Yes. Otherwise it would be confusing. (Environmental Organisation) 

• Yes, generally so.  (Industry Representative) 

• If possible (Industry Representative) 
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• Yes, it should. That way it is recognisable to consumers. In the promotional mate-
rial extra information can be added of course. (Environmental Organisation) 

• Yes at least to some extent. (Consumer Organisation) 

• Yes (Industry Representative) 

• Same format for basic (mandatory) disclosure information, but additional informa-
tion (as far as it is reliable) should be possible on promotional material (e.g. addi-
tional information on renewable sources). (Consumer Organisation) 

• The size of the bill limits the possibilities of the format of information. So the 
information should not be necessarily the same, but the basic design elements can 
be similar. (Environmental Organisation) 

• Yes (Industry Representative) 

• Yes, of course – the format has to be the same. (Consumer Organisation) 

• Yes, to avoid confusion. (Industry Representative) 

• I do not think adverts in magazines and on billboards should be excluded from 
having to provide disclosure information. Utilities heavily use this type of advertis-
ing. The information could – without much problem - be included in much in the 
same format on the adverts. Or it could be put in text form – the way as is done on 
the cigarette adverts. As I cannot think, however, of a way into include the infor-
mation into TV and radio advertising. (Environment Organisation) 

• This should be left to the companies to decide. (Industry Representative) 

• No, differences should be possible.(Industry Representative) 

 

Q21. Under the Directive, the Member States have a duty to ensure that the informa-
tion provided to consumers is reliable. How could they achieve this with promotional 
materials (in particular with information given over the telephone)? 

• There are general rules (and relevant offices) for fair trading/competition and con-
sumers protection to be applied if such information is misleading/incorrect. (Con-
sumer Organisation) 

• Regulators should take care (Industry Representative) 

• This matter does not differ from any other promises given to customers, reliability 
is a vital matter in a competitive market. In question of energy trade and sales, con-
trol by the national competition authorities in the same way and in the same man-
ner than for other commodities should be enough in a free competitive markets. 
(Industry Representative) 

• Fines (Environmental Organisation) 

• This is a very big problem. Many suppliers provide very erroneous information to 
the customers regarding environmental benefits from electricity. The information 
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and the way the information is calculated must be harmonised in Europe. A third 
party organisation or auditors must be part of the system to determine that. (Envi-
ronmental Organisation) 

• We do not see any special issues or difficulties in this respect.  (Industry Represen-
tative) 

• May be an independent institute or the regulator provides some additional data (In-
dustry Representative) 

• By independent accreditation and random checks. Furthermore the regulator 
should be able to act quickly, decisively and effectively whenever a transgression 
is found (Environment Organisation) 

• According to the market law the information can be checked. Regarding telephone 
sales the directive of distance sales entitles consumers to cancel purchases within 
two weeks which enables them to check the information given. (Consumer Organi-
sation) 

• Information given over the phone should be subject to a sales procedures and 
scripts so that they can prove that they are not systematically mis-selling.  Any in-
formation given on the environmental status of the company should be included in 
such scripts.  They should not be able to state anything about the company that has 
not be independently audited. (Industry Representative) 

• By guidelines for promotion set up by government or by voluntary agreements be-
tween utilities and stakeholders. Legal means, if utilities fail to comply with the 
guidelines and violate unfair competition legislation. (Consumer Organisation) 

• Promotional materials first should be sent to the competent authority, which veri-
fies that. (Environmental Organisation) 

• Unexpected controls by an auditing company mandated by the government could 
be a solution. (Industry Representative) 

• Reliability is the basis for every market transaction or consumer contact. Compa-
nies have a responsibility for correct information, otherwise they loose consumers 
and are sanctioned ex-post by civil law. (Industry Representative) 

• There could be random checks on the promotional material which is distributed in 
printed form. For information given over the telephone, the only way I can think of 
is doing random test calls. (Environmental Organisation) 

• Companies must have the responsibility to provide correct information. (Industry 
Representative) 

• Verification could be done by public accountants. In addition to this, general 
competition regulations provide protection (Industry Representative) 
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Q22. Do you think that the front-side of the disclosure scheme should�be designed 
differently for domestic and non-domestic customers? If so, in what way? 

• No need for specifically different designs. (Consumer Organisation) 

• It does not make additional worth to use different front side. (Industry Representa-
tive) 

• Different target groups need different information, but again, this is a matter of 
competition and therefore should not be restricted or guided too much. In general, 
in a free competitive market, this should be a decision made by the companies 
themselves. (Industry Representative) 

• No (Environmental Organisation) 

• No, it should be the same. (Environmental Organisation) 

• No (Industry Representative) 

• No (Industry Representative) 

• Not necessarily but non-domestic customers might need more detailed information. 
(Consumer Organisation) 

• Yes, more information should be provided to businesses to help them complete an 
environmental report. (Industry Representative) 

• No, this would lead to extra costs without noticeable extra effects. Many non-
domestic customers with low electricity consumption (e.g. service sector, small of-
fices) will face similar problems to “electricity affairs” (electricity as a low interest 
product) as domestic customers. (Consumer Organisation) 

• Yes. As written in the manual, commercial consumers are more sensible to prices, 
so for their information, externalities could be calculated and present them (maybe 
separately from the bill). (Environmental Organisation) 

• No (Industry Representative) 

• Off hand, I cannot think of a reason why the front-side should be designed differ-
ently. Compared with domestic customers, especially large enterprises are probably 
a lot more aware of their choices in a liberalised market and more knowledgeable 
about different products. But that’s no reason why they would profit more from a 
different format. (Environmental Organisation) 

• There are several approaches to this. While complying with the obligations of the 
directive, companies will be guided by their customers and markets. (Industry Rep-
resentative) 

• Yes – in order to allow to target customer groups individually (see also q 6). (In-
dustry Representative) 
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Q23. Do you agree that a central register, in each Member State, is an appropriate way 
to satisfy the requirements of both the Guarantees of Origin Directive and of disclosure 
under the Electricity Liberalisation Directive?  

• Yes, we agree that a central register could be an appropriate tool. (Consumer Or-
ganisation) 

• Yes, we do (Industry Representative) 

• These two matters have two different aims and therefore registers can not be com-
bined. (Industry Representative) 

• Yes. (Environmental Organisation) 

• No. Suppliers should gather the data via electricity (origin) certificate trades.  They 
should be permitted to use national average data in respect of uncertificated supply.  
This avoids a centralised approach. (Industry Representative)   

• No because the Guarantee of Origin is only applicable to renewables (Industry 
Representative) 

• Yes (Consumer Organisation) 

• Yes, something like the REGOs principle expanded to all types of generation. (In-
dustry Representative) 

• Yes. A central register could possibly be implemented within the regulation 
authority. Guidelines of promotion could also be worked out under guidance of the 
regulation authority. (Consumer Organisation) 

• Yes (Environmental Organisation) 

• Yes, it is an efficient way of tracking all the electricity and of avoiding double 
counting. (Industry Representative) 

• With respect to Q21, there is no need for a central register. At least it could be a 
job for consumer protection agencies. (Industry Representative) 

• I am not sure that this is best. The alternative to a kWh-by-kWh approach to track-
ing would be a contract-by-contract approach for tracking. The fuel mix side of the 
contracts needs to be verified by the state regulatory authority. For imports and ex-
ports, trade in electricity needs to reflect actual transmission capacity (no more im-
ports or exports than transmission capacity allows). (Environmental Organisation) 

• This question in our view confuses the goals of the Directive on the promotion of 
renewables and the new electricity Directive. While it is true that the former estab-
lishes a system of certification of origin, the latter is only aimed to provide cus-
tomers with fuel mix information and related environmental data. The industry is 
looking into ways to provide such information in a manner which is at the same 
time reliable, feasible and cost efficient. There is no evidence at the moment that a 
certification system for the whole electricity generation would fulfil these objec-
tives. (Industry Representative) 
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• Yes (Industry Representative) 

 

Q24. What proportion of the electricity market in your country (% of electricity sold to 
final consumers) do you estimate is covered by bilateral contracts? What proportion is 
covered by power exchanges? What proportion is used for balancing power? How will 
these proportions develop over the next 10 years? 

• Currently there exist only bilateral contracts. It is hard to make prognoses for the 
future market development under the circumstances. (Consumer Organisation) 

• Bilateral 93%, balancing 7%. Over the next 10 years: Bilateral 73%, exchanges 20, 
balancing 7%. (Industry Representative) 

• The division between bilateral trade and the exchange trade is ca. 80%(bilateral) / 
20% (exchange), and some estimations are made, that it could reach the level of 
60%-70% (bilateral) / 40%-30% (exchange). (Industry Representative) 

• Bilateral one-third, power exchange ?, bilateral contract will rise (Environmental 
Organisation) 

• We know that approximately 10% of the deliveries is sold as bilateral contracts. In 
addition to this product-specified electricity is sold in fairly large amounts. I would 
guess that approximately 1/5 is sold as bilateral agreements. (Environmental Or-
ganisation) 

• There is no useful distinction to be made between the proportion of the uniform 
wholesale product traded on exchange and the proportion traded off-exchange.  In 
neither case does the product have fuel source attributes.  Balancing trades are very 
minor in comparison, and are used by Grid for the correction of relatively minor 
national imbalances, system needs and the resolution of constraints.  (Industry 
Representative) 

• >2.5% on exchanges, exact data are not available (Industry Representative) 

• Not sure, but I would hazard a guess 70% bilaterally, 25% power exchanges and 
5% balancing market. (Industry Representative) 

• As there is no need to use the exchange only part of the volume traded gets physi-
cal. So basically most of the energy is sold via bilateral contracts to end customers. 
However the exchange is used for trading an optimisation – this will have an im-
pact on the production of the plants and thus the mix of emissions. The percentage 
of balancing power/energy can’t be given without knowing exactly what has to be 
provided. Balancing power is produced within all types of power plants (of course 
to different degrees), as long as they get accepted by the grid operators. So it’s hard 
to tell how the mix therefore might look like. Additionally theses services often 
block power – while emissions are linked to the production of energy. (Industry 
Representative) 

• Good questions, but I do not know the answers (Environmental Organisation) 
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• Estimate (for current situation): ~70% bilateral transactions, ~20 … 30% power 
exchanges, ~5% balancing power. Projection: The share of power exchanges will 
rise to 30 … 40%. (Industry Representative) 

 

Q25. How do you think the allocation of generation attributes to electricity sold to 
consumers should be organised:  
1) through statistical averages 
2) through certificates which are linked to electricity 
3) through certificates which can be traded freely  
Please consider for both  
a. minimal compliance approach  

• Through statistical averages (Consumer Organisation) 

• Through certificates which are linked to electricity (Industry Representative) 

• Through certificates which are linked to electricity (most reliable). (Environmental 
Organisation) 

• Certificates are already introduced. It means that there are less incentives to do 
anything beyond the compulsory extra payment for the certificates in order to sup-
port renewable energy sources. (Consumer Organisation) 

• 1) The allocation should be organised through statistical averages, to avoid increas-
ing costs. (Industry Representative) 

 
b. optimal approach  

• Through certificates linked to electricity. Tradable certificates can be used for 
encouraging/supporting renewable sources, but linked certificates will likely better 
orientate concerned consumers. (Consumer Organisation) 

• Through certificates which are linked to electricity (Industry Representative) 

• Keep it simple –principle is most important in a competitive market. Concerning 
labelling the yearly averages should be enough. Points 2 and 3 develop along with 
normal competition and don’t belong to labelling . (Industry Representative) 

• Through certificates which are linked to electricity (most reliable). (Environmental 
Organisation) 

• I would suggest that no. 2. Statistical averages provide to little and too unreliable 
information. On the other hand certificates might be a good system for the electric-
ity market but a very difficult product for the consumers. Very few consumers 
really understand what a certificate is and how you can separate electricity from 
environmental values. Alternative 2 is the most favourable approach, since it com-
bines the flexibility with certificate trading but provides a physical electricity 
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product to the consumers. This is definitely true for optimal approach. (Environ-
mental Organisation) 

• We can see no other way than the combination of (1) and (3).  The forward trades 
made each day have no fuel source attributes attached.  There are many speculators 
in the market with no physical position.  Multiple trades (buys and sells) are made 
in approximately the same time period, and they do not have the same volumes or 
start/end times as the “preceding” purchase made by that trader.  Suppliers should 
therefore gather the fuel source mix data via electricity (origin) certificate trades.  
They should be permitted to use national average data in respect of uncertificated 
supply. (Industry Representative) 

• Number 3 (Industry Representative) 

• Not 1, potentially 2 or 3 (Industry Representative) 

• Not 1, 2 yes, 3: yes with restrictions (in an European wide electricity market, trad-
able certificates could blur the customer preferences connected to the effect of dis-
closure on the environmental preferences of customers). Setting up a wrong track-
ing design in the beginning (regardless of which of the approaches is being imple-
mented) could hardly ever be changed at a later moment. (Consumer Organisation) 

• It should be organised through certificates which can be traded freely, because it is 
more convenient. The obligation of a link between physical electricity and certifi-
cates would generate more transaction costs and would not bring more insurance 
regarding double counting, which can be avoided if the central registry is manda-
tory for all producers. (Industry Representative) 

• We’re not convinced that both – tracking and certification system – will work, with 
respect to costs and production flexibility. (Industry Representative) 

• It should be organised through certificates which are linked to electricity 
(=contracts/non-tradable certificates). Statistical data is too unreliable and could 
distort the electricity mix of a certain company completely if it were used to a large 
extent. Tradable certificates where the “quality” of the electricity is sold and 
bought independently from the “ real electricity” makes a complex system even 
more complex and incomprehensible to customers (see also answer to questions 26 
and 28). Selling the “quality” ( or rather the method of production) independently 
from the product is a really strange concept. Imagine that for a rug you by which 
has a label “produced without child labour”, the rug you buy has in fact been pro-
duced by child labour. But from the money you pay some goes towards the bad 
company and some goes to something good and anti-child-labour, e.g. an organisa-
tion which frees children from rug production slavery and provides schooling. As a 
rug customer you would still feel cheated by the label. And I think, so would elec-
tricity customers - and that is exactly the opposite from what disclosure wants to 
achieve, is all about. Disclosure is about empowering customers, not confusing 
them. Disclosure is a tool to enable consumers TO BUY certain types of (clean) 
electricity, but also to empower them NOT TO BUY certain types of dirty electric-
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ity. Like nuclear power imported from France into a country like Germany which 
has decided to phase out nuclear power. If certificates are tradable some of the 
consumers money still goes to companies selling the dirty electricity. With this 
system, companies generating clean electricity get an extra benefit, but dirty com-
panies do not suffer. (Environmental Organisation) 

• Fuel mix disclosure must be based on information which is collected in a feasible 
and cost effective way. In the short term, we believe that in a simple model suppli-
ers provide information based on their own generation, (long term) contracts, cer-
tificates and average generation mix of relevant national or regional markets. In the 
longer term alternative models currently being developed in different markets 
might be appropriate for wide spread adoption. (Industry Representative) 

 

Q26. How reliable do you consider the use of statistical data instead of a tracking 
mechanism?  

• Statistical data could also be reasonably reliable if tracking mechanism is not ap-
plicable (imports) or not implemented. (Consumer Organisation) 

• This should be reliable. (Industry Representative) 

• Tracking mechanism is a difficult issue besides the Guarantee of Origin –matter. If 
there is no market, there is no incentive for tracking. (Industry Representative) 

• Not much. (Environmental Organisation) 

• Too unreliable. (Environmental Organisation) 

• Quite reliable.  (Industry Representative) 

• Tracking system (Industry Representative) 

• Of course one can gather statistical data based on a tracking system. If not, it loses 
it’s accuracy and therefore it’s reliability. Data provided to the consumer must be 
verifiable and traceable. The tracking system has our preference. (Environmental 
Organisation) 

• Not at all reliable (Industry Representative)  

• It is less reliable, as the morality of giving the appropriate and exact  data varies 
from country to country and from company to company. (Environmental Organisa-
tion) 

• It is not very reliable because if the exporting countries have suppliers with green 
electricity offers then some of the green electricity will be counted two times. (In-
dustry Representative) 

• Statistical data would be more reliable, due to the fact that there is actually no pos-
sibility to define the origin of electricity traded at exchanges. (Industry Representa-
tive) 
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• Statistical data should only be used as a last resort if  all other tracking efforts fail 
(e.g. for certain imports from outside the EU). According to the Directive statisti-
cal data will also to be used for disclosure of electricity sold through electricity ex-
changes. I agree that the use of statistical data is a lot less reliable and accurate. It 
must be minimised as much as possible. (Environmental Organisation) 

• The larger the proportion of traded electricity, the more the system moves towards 
a statistical average. This is due to the fact that for the moment it is impossible to 
define what kind of electricity is purchased through the exchange (on the level of 
one single purchase). The certificate-based systems already work for green attrib-
utes (when there is a market logic for buying them), but at the moment there is no 
market for nuclear or coal certificates. This is the current status also of the New 
England system: in practice there are strong markets there only for green certifi-
cates. Consumers value these and there is an associated market premium. (Industry 
Representative) 

• If statistical data is from a public authority, then it could be regarded as reliable 
and the system could be kept simple. (Industry Representative) 

 

Q27. How would you see verification of the data used in the disclosure scheme being 
undertaken? 

• Central register (Consumer Organisation) 

• Regulators should take care (Industry Representative) 

• Not decided yet nationally (Industry Representative) 

• I would prefer a system, which is using both contracts and certificates which are 
linked with the same amount of electricity to provide a fairly understandable prod-
uct. (Environmental Organisation) 

• The supplier’s auditors and the advertising standards body would be likely to take 
a strong interest in any mistakes.  The fact that green products would be backed up 
by green fuel label certificates would represent a vast improvement on the current 
situation as “double-counting” of green power (by the risk of suppliers backing up 
green product from multiple sources) – the one segment where there is a little real 
consumer demand, albeit not apparently at much of a premium – would, at a 
stroke, be eliminated.  (Industry Representative) 

• By the regulator (Industry Representative) 

• It’s all based on the principle: tell what you are going to do, do as you tell and let 
an independent organisation check what you have done. Besides this the regulator 
must be forthcoming in detecting and correcting irregularities. (Environmental Or-
ganisation) 

• Company complete a submission to the government or regulator, and have it inde-
pendently audited by their auditors. (Industry Representative) 
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• By random control made by a central authority in each country/region. Otherwise 
statistical methods can be used which would assure the verification from the reli-
ability and the validity point of view of the data. Before the service provider puts 
data into the disclosure scheme it should be examined by the central authority. 
Some controlling methods should be involved to this process, to check or to filter 
it the data is realistic and not contradictory of that what was given in the previous 
period before. More generally, even before that tracking mechanism should be im-
plemented. (Environmental Organisation) 

• There should be a system of audits verifying the allocation between the production 
of the plant and the certificates issued. And there  should also be an authority ap-
pointed to verify the adequacy between the number of certificates redeemed by a 
supplier and the amount of electricity used by the consumers of this supplier. (In-
dustry Representative) 

• As long as it is only portfolio disclosure, the verification should be fairly simple. 
When moving towards product-based information, tradable certificates could be an 
option. (Industry Representative) 

• It should be monitored by the regulatory authority. (Environmental Organisation) 

• The supplier has the responsibility for providing reliable information. (Industry 
Representative) 

• Independent public accountant, maybe balancing group administrator, UCTE (In-
dustry Representative) 

 

Q28. Under which tracking mechanism (tradable certificates or contracts/non-tradable 
certificates) would it be possible to give the firmest guarantee to anti-nuclear consumers 
that their money has not gone towards nuclear generation? 

• Not applicable (Consumer Organisation) 

• There is no acceptable and reasonable way. Electricity is a commodity and elec-
trons cannot be labelled. (Industry Representative) 

• This is a not a matter of labelling issue (as being a matter of values). (Industry 
Representative) 

• Contracts (Environmental Organisation) 

• Contracts (Environmental Organisation) 

• There is no distinction to be made here. (Industry Representative)   

• Guarantee of Origin (Industry Representative) 

• Both really, maybe the tradable certificates will be more so, as there is likely to be 
a market in tradable certificates and the nuclear ones, maybe sold at a negative 
price! (Industry Representative) 
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• As pointed out in Q25., non-tradable certificates would be best. (Consumer Or-
ganisation) 

• Beside the promotion of RES this should be the other key issue of the labelling 
system. The settlement based tracking method provides more safety to anti-nuclear 
consumers, but there should be a limitation of data to be managed – based on the 
idea of marginal profit. (Environmental Organisation) 

• Electricity disclosure shouldn’t be a tool to discriminate certain forms of electricity 
production. Apart from that the physics of electricity are such, that electricity can’t 
be marked. Thus this guarantee can’t be given. (Industry Representative) 

• Only with contracts/non-tradable certificates it is possible to achieve a reliable 
guarantee to consumers that their money does not end up in the pockets of the nu-
clear industry. We oppose tradable certificates. The concept of tradable certificates 
would add a lot to the confusion of consumers concerning the issue of electricity 
supply. Already today, there is a discussion whether something like “green electric-
ity supply” is possible. Some people argue that the electrons cannot move from the 
wind turbines to the green consumers unless there is a separate cable. So the ex-
planation of green suppliers is that the “green” thing about their product is that the 
customers’ money moves towards the green production (like you are explaining the 
concept in your appendix). With tradable certificates this would be no longer true. 
It strikes me as contradictory that you are on the one hand considering tradable cer-
tificates the optimal concept. On the other hand you  explain in your “example 
leaflet” that the concept behind disclosure is tracking the money consumers pay – 
which would in fact be the way how I would explain non-tradable certificates!. 
According to my understanding, with tradable certificates the “flow of money” is 
split into two components. One is paid towards buying the quality/certificate, the 
other component is paid towards the electricity itself. If tradable certificates really 
is what you favour, you must explain this concept to customers. After all, disclo-
sure is about transparency. (Environment Organisation) 

• We do not understand this emphasis on nuclear power. (Industry Representative) 

 

Q29. Do you agree that the tracking mechanism is likely to be a major cost of any dis-
closure system or could the cost of the front-side also be significant? Please give details 
and indicative costs eg of the least/most expensive options 

• We can see no reason for having high cost involved by the tracking mechanism. 
Front-side costs seem to be bigger issue. (Consumer Organisation) 

• I agree (Industry Representative) 

• In general: tracking is a not a matter of labelling issue (as being a matter of values). 
The cost of the front-side is not very significant (at least calculated cost per cus-
tomer if divided and allocated to all the customers). (Industry Representative) 

• No idea (Environmental Organisation) 
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• I can agree that tracking cost would be the major cost. It would also reduce the 
flexibility of the market, which might add some hidden costs. (Environmental Or-
ganisation) 

• If suppliers gathered the fuel source mix data via electricity (origin) certificate 
trades  and were  be permitted to use national average data in respect of uncertifi-
cated supply, tracking costs nationally should be sub-�30m.  Billing costs should 
be sub-�15m given that consumer-specific information is not proposed.  (Industry 
Representative) 

• Individual Environmental Data possibly up to a �1.5 million per supplier, Tracking 
System for contracts �700,000 per supplier, Certificate Tracking system �140,000 
per supplier, Billing redesign �70,000 per supplier (Industry Representative) 

• Probably it could be the major cost, nevertheless tracking is the controlling mecha-
nism which provides the reliability of the data. This requires more co-ordination, 
consultation, negotiation, so that the living labour cost would be high. Probably 
business organisations are more competent to answer this question. (Environ-
mental Organisation) 

• Introducing and operate a tracking system is the expensive thing, not the develop-
ment of the front-side. (Industry Representative) 

• We are currently investigating the costs of implementation.(Industry Representa-
tive) 

• Both could incur very high cost – the system design should generally be kept sim-
ple. (Industry Representative) 

 

Q30. How quickly could you introduce a scheme that would represent minimal com-
pliance approach with the Directive? Please describe it 

• 2 years (Industry Representative) 

• The minimum compliance approach would require approximately a year, presum-
ing that there is a consensus on the basis of the calculation, for example in the case 
of the CHP production division on electricity and heat. (Industry Representative) 

• As above - Suppliers gather the fuel source mix data via electricity (origin) certifi-
cate trades and are permitted to use national average data in respect of uncertifi-
cated supply. By July 2005, certificates being traded in respect of July 04 to June 
05.  Requirements that lead to this are : Traders forum needs to develop an Agree-
ment for such trades.  Systems need to be developed by suppliers to facilitate and 
track certificate trades, and to calculate the mix, including the substitute national 
average data used in respect of supply not backed by a certificate. (Industry Repre-
sentative) 

• It is introduced already (Industry Representative) 
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• We will not introduce such a scheme, for we think government has the responsibil-
ity to do this. (Environmental Organisation) 

• It means probably negotiations with the utilities about the information to be given, 
which might take two years to accomplish. (Consumer Organisation) 

• 12 months to develop a redesigned bill and a Certificate Tracking system. (Industry 
Representative) 

• Best answered either by electricity policy maker (political decision makers) and by 
electricity service providers. (Environmental Organisation) 

• By July 2004, as mandated by the Directive (Industry Representative) 

• Member States have the obligation to implement the directive by 1 July 2004. (In-
dustry Representative) 

• At least six months. (Industry Representative) 

 

Q31. How quickly should an optimal solution be introduced? 

• 3 years (Industry Representative) 

• Longer than a year, maybe two to three years. (Industry Representative) 

• Within 1 year (Environmental Organisation) 

• As above (Industry Representative) 

• As soon as possible. Preferably at the time of opening of the energy market for 
consumers.  At the latest, implementation of the optimal solution should be fin-
ished by the deadline for liberalisation formulated in the energy directive: 2007. 
(Environmental Organisation) 

• It means probably negotiations with the utilities about the information to be given, 
which might take two years to accomplish. (Consumer Organisation) 

• Best answered either by electricity policy maker (political decision makers) and by 
electricity service providers. (Environmental Organisation) 

• The question is: What is an optimal solution? The optimal solution is, what the 
market wants. Unless there is no broad need, only a simple system should be intro-
duced. Further developments have to be done with respect to the market. (Industry 
Representative) 

• Even after going through all these questions I cannot really see a reason why there 
should be a two step approach with a “minimal” and an “optimal” solution. The 
only point where this would make sense is the harmonisation of the front side (first 
step national harmonisation, second step EU harmonisation). (Environmental Or-
ganisation) 
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• The separation of minimal and a prescribed optimal system is less relevant than 
asking where we want the system to be in the future. In fact we don't think that an 
"optimal" system as defined in the consultation document is feasible. But this does 
not mean that the systems could not be improved, quite the contrary. We must first 
see how effective the first schemes are, how they are received by customers etc. As 
a basic principle, we favour a simple system which allows companies to go beyond 
the required provisions if they so wish. Gradual improvement of fuel mix informa-
tion is the best solution. (Industry Representative) 

 

Additional comments:  

• The portfolio of a company should include also the trading business and not only 
the electricity which the company sells to final consumers. (Environmental Organi-
sation) 

• One of the most important issues regarding disclosure is how the data is calculated 
and how it is verified. The environmental impact from electricity production is cal-
culated in many different ways and with different types of basic information and 
allocation. Some companies and organisations use only the production part of the 
life cycle whereas other uses the entire life cycle. Because of this lack of standardi-
sation, the emission of climate change gases per kWh may vary enormously. There 
is a working group within the ISO-system on standardising Climate change, which 
might be useful for disclosure. Secondly, there must be an auditing system that can 
verify that the information has been used correctly and that right environmental 
impact has been allocated to the right product as well as calculated in a proper 
way. It is also very important that disclosure is not marketed as an electricity prod-
uct, which is eco-labelled. This mix-up is already occurring between quality labels 
and environmental product declared electricity. (Environmental Organisation) 

• In all cases with minimal and optional approach we prefer that the aim is to reach 
the optimal solution right from the start. (Consumer Organisation) 

• I’m sorry to say that the electronic format of the response sheet made answering a 
nuisance. Every time I press return some strange thing happens (all questions 
changing numbers, dots appearing...) Does this sheet have to be in this special 
mode that follows changes? Why aren’t there any empty lines to write the an-
swers? Am I allowed to change the format without messing up your response 
sheet? I hope I am, because I am going to change it.  
Some of your questions are “suggestive” (I’m not sure that’s the right word in Eng-
lish), mostly those which start with “Do you agree..”. I’m not sure that it is a good 
idea to have suggestive questions in a survey like this. (Environmental Organisa-
tion) 

• We would like to stress that the ultimate goal of fuel mix disclosure is to provide 
information to customers. Due attention should be paid to their interests and their 
willingness to pay. A simple portfolio-based disclosure may not provide all bene-
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fits to customers. It does not facilitate direct customer pressure for more environ-
mentally benign electricity generation, and may be difficult to understand by the 
customer. The customer who already buys a specific electricity product for its envi-
ronmental performance criteria, will be very confused by the portfolio disclosure. 
Care has to be taken in implementation, so that established gains will not be lost 
with this approach. (Industry Representative) 

• There is no regulation on who has to carry the cost, which are incurred by the im-
plementation of Electricity Disclosure. (Industry Representative) 

 


